Slim Jim
Many years ago I read an article somewhere about the Slim Jim portable antenna. It might have
been in Practical Wireless, but was a very long time ago.
Thanks to the late Fred Judd (G2BCX) we have this great little antenna available to us.
I decided that now there is an antenna analyser in the workshop, it was time to revisit this old friend.
After a bit of digging around the internet, various measurements were found and duly scribbled on a
sheet of A4 paper.
From my memories of the one that I built many years ago it was made from choc-blok (electrical
connector – 15A) and coat hangers.

Initial sketch

We had also better think about some sort of base as well, as this version will be a table top version.
Ingredients
4 wire coat hangers
3 choc blok electrical connectors (15A)
1 length 50ohm coax with suitable connector for your radio
1 bamboo kebab skewer (yes really)
Material to make a base and fixing screws.
Tools
Wire cutters
Pliers
Craft knife
Terminal screwdriver (small flathead)
Tape measure
Soldering iron (optional)
How we make it

Let’s start the good bit. Let me begin by apologising for the quality of photographs - they were done
on the fly without a tripod or lighting and on a phone.
Take the choc blok. Cut this so that there are three terminals per strip. The ones used here were 6
way 15A, but you may be using something different.

Complete and cut connector block

Cut the hook section off the four wire coat hangers and straighten. Remember if there is any coating
this either needs removing or scraping to bare metal for joining areas.
You should now have four lengths of wire. To absolutely maximise the available metal cut off two of
the hooks from the twisted section and straighten. These will make the two ends of the antenna.
Exact measurements for these can’t be given because your choc blok will vary in size.

Fold short lengths of wire with a pair of pliers

Loosen the screws and insert the wire as shown above. Cutting these slightly long allows you to
change the length of the antenna during testing. Always handy to have a little bit of give, just in case.
Now take two of the long lengths of wire and cut them to 930mmin length. In a perfect world these
will slot through the choc block a bit like a trombone. Take another two three way connectors and
remove the metal terminal from both. Do not throw these connectors or screws away as we will use
them later.
Slide one of the three way connectors about half way along the two lengths of wire and tighten the
screws. This is simply used as a spacer. Now use the other connector at the open end of the two
wires and tighten slightly. Again, we are going to leave the option to trombone the metal a little if
needed.
Take one of the remaining lengths of straight wire and cut it to 580mm.
Now cut the last length of wire to a length of 497mm (500mm will be close enough).

Find the other end section that was made earlier and insert the two wires to make an unbalanced U
shape.
More hunting. Find the two metal inserts that you set aside earlier. Here we have one of two
choices. If you don’t have a soldering iron to hand then simply slide one of the metal inserts on to
each of the legs of the unbalanced U.
If you have a soldering iron, strip the end of the coax cable ready for soldering.

Solder the inserts as shown. Note one screw hole on each is uncovered.

Once the ends are soldered and cooled slip them on to the unbalanced U section. The inner is
connected to the longer leg and the braid to the shorter side. Pinch tighten these close to the base
of the U. This will allow you to adjust the feed point. In the workshop this was set at about 50mm to
start.
Now slide a 3 way as a spacer on the unbalanced U section and tighten. Using the final 3 way slide it
in to place so that the short section is just fed through the connector. Tighten this connector on both
sides.
Connect the long side to the original U section and tighten. In the workshop version the kebab
skewer was used in the middle of two of the connectors so that it strengthens the gap section.
Effectively, the antenna is now complete and ready for use. You could now tie a piece of string to the
top and hang it somewhere.
Alternatively, the antenna can be bent through 90 degrees to make a table top version. Let’s come
back to that later.
Testing
Connect the antenna to your analyser.
This can also be done by connecting your 2m transceiver, low power setting, with your VSWR meter
inline.
Adjust the feed point as required to give the lowest reading you can. Once you have reached the
lowest point you can also adjust the overall length of the antenna from the various connectors. This

may increase or decrease the VSWR readings. This is a bit experimental but that’s what the hobby is
about.

Analyser plot for the coat hanger slim jim

Optional Base
If the option of base is required here is an option that was put together in the workshop. A length of
30mm wide pine was left over from lining the workshop roof so this was used for my base.

Foldable wooden base

Close up of skewer

Cut the base slightly longer than the bent section of antenna. Glue two 30mm square blocks on the
underside, one at each end. Measure another length to be fitted in the gap in the underside. Make
this section 20mm shorter than the gap to allow for rotation to make a foot. Place this strip in the
middle of the gap and screw so that strip can be rotated. You might want to drill a pilot hole to allow
free turning. If you use a long enough skewer you can use it to stabilise the upright. Drill a hole small
enough for a tight fit and push the skewer in to place.
I hope these instructions worked for you and you enjoyed it as a little project.
Neil – G1TZC

